The gas that’s
lighter than air,
in a cylinder that’s
lighter than ever!

With 50% more gas and lighter
cylinders, be careful you don’t get
carried away!
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commercial helium supplier,
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of experience to the balloon
gas industry. We understand
how difficult using large,
heavy cylinders can be so
we aimed to make your life
easier by developing our
Balloonium® cylinder range.

Balloonium® cylinders are
not only lighter but also
contain up to 50% more gas
than traditional cylinders,
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hold as many cylinders and
so pay less in handling costs.
Our Balloonium® cylinders
also save you money
with their unique builtin regulator. Traditional
inﬂator equipment is costly
f$f(($(|LLf=ȣŌōŢľ
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the expensive pressureregulating equipment into
the cylinder head, so you
only need to buy a lowcost inﬂator attachment.
Ƈmem|(Lf(Lf=Lf
costly inﬂators and no
more servicing worries.
Balloonium® inﬂators
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quick-ﬁt connection means
that you simply snap on the
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Balloonium® cylinders –
making your life
easier and safer.
Safer

Easier to use

Save time and money

ȓ Ưymɢɝ̒_L=I(|If
traditional cylinders.

ȓ Lighter and more
maneuverable than
traditional cylinders.

ȓ Spend less on equipment
thanks to in-built
regulator and low-cost
inﬂators.

ȓ Lower operating pressure
due to built-in regulator.
ȓ Built-in regulator,
maintained by
ľL|ƙ|m$ǼƇmem|(
inﬂator equipment
servicing worries.

ȓ Built-in contents gauge
always shows how much
gas is left, even when not
Lf(ǳ
ȓ Quick-ﬁt inﬂators snap on
to cylinder.

Go on, make the change to
easier, safer balloon inflating!

ȓ Contains up to 50% more
gas. Fewer cylinders mean
reduced delivery and
handling costs.

Select the Balloonium®
cylinder that’s right for you:

Size

X30S

X20W

X10W

Contents

7,82 m3

5,21 m3

2,61 m3

Weight

49 kg

25 kg

12 kg

Height

1050 mm

870 mm

655 mm

Diameter

230 mm

203 mm

176 mm

Balloon type

Number filled per cylinder

9″ Latex

935

620

310

10″ Latex

860

575

290

11″ Latex

605

400

200

12″ Latex

495

330

165

16″ Latex

195

130

165

18″ Foil

535

360

180

Balloonium® cylinders are available
from over 350 outlets nationwide.

655 mm

870 mm

1050 mm

* Note that
inflation
figures are
approximate.
Temperature,
manufacture
of balloon
and inflation
technique
will affect
the number
of balloons
inflated.

Balloonium® equipment range.
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for exclusive use with the revolutionary Balloonium® lightweight cylinder range.
Make the change to easier, safer balloon inﬂating with easy-to-use quick-ﬁt connectors and
our lightest cylinders yet.

Equipment name

Equipment part no. Description

Universal Inflator -

301014

A flex tip inflator for latex
balloons. Available in packs
of two.

301016

The Push Valve is tapered to
easily fit all sizes of latex and
valved latex balloons.
Available in packs of two.

Universal Plus

301012

The Universal Plus has a flex
tip inflator for inflation of latex
balloons and a separate auto-fill
foil outlet that automatically cuts
out when the foil balloon
is inflated.

10 foot
extension hose

38614

A 10ft extension hose with handheld trigger valve. Includes eight
inch and two inch tips.

Push Valve

tell me more
www.airproducts.com/balloonium

Operating instructions
For your safety, wear eye protection

1.

2.

4.
Make sure the
valve is closed

Fit the inﬂator (it is a push ﬁt
connection)

For latex balloons

For foil balloons

3.

Open the valve and place the balloon
over the tip
For latex balloons:
Tilt the inﬂator
upwards to inﬂate
the balloon. Inﬂate
balloons until round
(not pear-shaped)

For foil balloons:
Push in the ﬁlling tip
to inﬂate. The inﬂator
will automatically cut
off when the balloon is
fully inﬂated

5.

When you have ﬁnished
inﬂating balloons, close
the cylinder valve.
Drain any residual gas
in the inﬂator by tilting
the latex inﬂator or
pushing the foil inﬂator tip.
Remove the inﬂator by depressing
the sleeve on the quick-ﬁt connection,
while holding the inﬂator securely.

Balloons are fun!
Make sure they remain so by following the
safety points outlined below:
Do:
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well ventilated and the cylinder is well secured
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direct heat
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inﬂating balloons always point the balloon and inﬂator away
from you. Remember to close the cylinder valve after use
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short distance
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position when in use. Cylinders can cause serious injury if they
fall over or roll onto you
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adults only should use cylinders and other equipment

Don’t:
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gas could result in death by asphyxiation or damage to your
lungs. This warning is endorsed by the British Compressed Gases
ľmLLmf
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the inﬂator is connected, open the valve slowly
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equipment.

For a copy of the Air Products helium safety data
sheet contact the Balloonium® cylinder hotline on
0800 389 0202 (UK) or 1800 99 50 29 (ROI)

tell me more
More information:
For further information on the Balloonium® cylinder and
equipment range and to order, call the Balloonium® cylinder
hotline on 0800 389 0202 (UK) or 1800 99 50 29 (ROI)
Air Products PLC
Millennium Gate
Westmere Drive
Crewe CW1 6AP
Air Products Ireland Ltd
Unit 950
Western Industrial Estate
Killeen Road
Dublin 12
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